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DESCRIPTION:  State the application’s broad, long-term objectives and specific aims, making reference to the health relatedness of the project.  Describe 
concisely the research design and methods for achieving these goals. Avoid summaries of past accomplishments and the use of the first person.  This abstract 
is meant to serve as a succinct and accurate description of the proposed work when separated from the application.  If the application is funded, this 
description, as is, will become public information. Therefore, do not include proprietary/confidential information. DO NOT EXCEED THE SPACE 
PROVIDED.  
 
Research by The National Commission on Sleep Disorders Research, the National Sleep Foundation, and the U.S. 
Department of Transportation indicates that many in today's society are sleep-deprived, a condition which has 
potentially dangerous consequences. An estimated 40 million people suffer from various chronic sleep disorders, and 
yet another 20 to 30 million suffer from shorter duration sleep-related problems. Fatigue related to a lack of sleep has 
caused over 65 billion dollars in damage through court litigations for damages, persons harmed, lives lost, and property 
damaged. 
 
Whether problems staying awake are due to these sleep disorders, or because of other reasons, such as lack of 
motion, or simple boredom, the Wristband Sleep Detector (WSD) offers an affordable means of awakening students, 
drivers, pilots, security guards and other users during their important activities. 'Sleep A to Zzz' (a member of the Think 
Quest network) provides data showing that a drop heart rate occurs just before sleep begins. By calibration to the 
user's normal heart rate and utilization of pulse monitoring technology already in use, the WSD learns to detect this 
change, and at the user's choice, emits a loud tone or vibration to prevent him or her from falling asleep. Additionally, 
the WSD will have standard watch features (such as a clock and alarm) available to increase its functionality further. 
 
While getting proper sleep is the best answer to sleep deprivation, for many people in these fast-paced, stressful times, 
this is not always possible. When a good rest is not available, the WSD can be there to keep users more aware and 
alert when they need it most. 

PERFORMANCE SITE(S)  (organization, city, state) 
Old Dominion University 
College of Sciences 
Department of Computer Science 
Norfolk VA 23529 
 
KEY PERSONNEL.  See instructions.  Use continuation pages as needed to provide the required information in the format shown below. 
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PROJECT BREAKDOWN 
  
 
Project Definition & Planning: Phase I 
 
The first phase of the WSD project is dedicated largely to planning and research, and follows the CS410 course 
schedule and requirements closely. Early on, the project's goals, objectives, target market, and possible risks 
will be defined. Based on these determinations, research will begin to prove the project's feasibility. General 
Internet research will answer many questions, but interviews and surveys will likely be needed to answer 
specific questions about technical feasibility or our target market. Finally, the plan that will be used to guide the 
project to success must be developed, including budget, Work Breakdown Structure, identified milestones, and 
schedules. 
 

Phase I Objectives 
00000: Complete required planning for the WSD 
10000: Define the general scope of the WSD project. 
  11000: Determine the project goals and objectives. 
  12000: Determine the problem the project is going to solve. 
  19999: Project scope defined and approved. 
  
20000: Prove the WSD project is feasible. 
  21000: Determine and mitigate the risks to the project. 
  21100: Identify the risks the project carries. 
  21200: Determine mitigations for identified risks. 
  22000: Prove viability of target market. 
  23000: Determine existence of required technology. 
  24000: Prove financial feasibility. 
  24100: Estimate a cost per unit. 
  24200: Determine purchasing power of target market. 
  24300: Determine how many units must be sold to begin earning profit. 
  25000: Present proof of feasibility to the review board. 
  25100: Develop the feasibility presentation. 
  25200: Give the feasibility presentation. 
  29999: Feasibility proof accepted by review board. 
  
30000: Develop the detailed plan for the WSD project. 
  31000: Determine the WSD project schedule. 
  31100: Develop a list of project objectives by phase. 
  31200: Determine tasks required for each objective. 
  31300: Determine time required for each task. 
  31400: Determine the project's milestones. 
  32000: Determine a preliminary WSD project budget. 
  32100: Determine resources needed for each task. 
  32200: Research cost of required resources. 
  33000: Present detailed plan to the review board. 
  33100: Refine and condense feasibility presentation. 
  33200: Develop the milestone presentation. 
  33300: Give the milestone presentation. 
  39999: Detailed plan accepted by review board. 
  
40000: Prepare to seek final approval of the WSD project. 
  41000: Fill in any gaps in the required information. 
  42000: Refine and polish previously written documents. 
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  43000: Present all information to the review board. 
  43100: Refine previous presentations. 
  43200: Develop the approval presentation. 
  43300: Give the approval presentation. 
  49999: Approval granted by review board. 
  
50000: Procure SBIR funding for the WSD project 
  51000: Develop Phase 1 (Feasibility) SBIR proposal. 
  52000: Develop Phase 2 (Full R/R&D Effort) SBIR proposal. 
  59999: MILESTONE: Funding for the WSD is secured. 
  
  
Phase I Tasks 
11001: Develop and research the project idea. 
11002: Develop a set of goals, and objectives that must be met to reach them. 
12001: Choose a preliminary problem area to investigate. 
12002: Research and refine the problem area. 
  
21101: Determine what risks the project faces. 
21102: Research to determine ways to counter the identified risks. 
22001: Construct and administer a survey about our product. 
22002: Determine a target market from the survey data. 
23001: Research available technology to determine if it meets our needs. 
23002: Research and determine if the technology and can be integrated together. 
24101: Research the costs of the components for a unit. 
24201: Determine from previous survey data how much our market will pay. 
25101: Construct a slideshow presenting the feasibility proofs. 
25102: Practice, review, and refine the presentation. 
25201: Deliver the presentation before the review board. 
  
31101: Develop a basic list of major objectives. 
31102: Break each major objective down into smaller objectives. 
31201: Determine what tasks must be completed to meet each objective. 
31301: Research and determine standard time estimates for the tasks. 
31302: Adjust estimates based on specifics of our project. 
31401: Determine the major steps in completing the project. 
31402: Identify a deliverable for each major step. 
32101: Research to determine the general resources needed for each. 
32102: Research to identify the best specific choices for each resource. 
32201: Research the cost of the needed resources. 
33101: Review comments on the feasibility presentation. 
33102: Adjust, update, and correct the feasibility presentation. 
33103: Condense the feasibility presentation for use in the milestone presentation. 
33201: Construct a slideshow presenting the detailed plan. 
33202: Practice, review, and refine the presentation. 
33301: Deliver the presentation before the review board. 
  
41001: Review SBIR requirements and project planning guidelines. 
41002: Draft any missing documentation. 
42001: Review previous documentation and criticisms/comments received. 
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42002: Make corrections and updates of those documents. 
43101: Review comments on previous presentations. 
43102: Adjust, update, and correct the previous presentations. 
43103: Condense the previous presentations for use in the approval presentation. 
43201: Construct a slideshow presenting the project. 
43202: Practice, review, and refine the presentation. 
43301: Deliver the presentation before the review board. 
  
51001: Review requirements for Phase I SBIR 
51002: Write and submit required documentation for Phase I SBIR 
52001: Review requirements for Phase II SBIR 
52002: Write and submit required documentation for Phase II SBIR 
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Research & Development: Phase II 
 
Phase II is the meat of the project lifecycle of the WSD. It is here that the product itself is developed in detail, 
from the specifics of the hardware, to the user interface, and its outer appearance. Documentation is also 
constructed here, both that which will be included with the product itself, and repair manuals, legal documents 
such as copyrights, and funding applications. The CS411 coursework would also be completed within this 
period, both the documentation and prototype development components. Marketing, manufacturing, and supply 
contracts will be established during this time, as well as performing testing of the WSD's components, both 
individually and integrated together in their final form. 

 
Phase II Objectives 
00000: Complete the Wristband Sleep Detector (WSD) 
10000: Complete the hardware components of the WSD 
  11000: Obtain subcontractors required to produce a hardware blueprint 
  12000: Design the hardware blueprint for the WSD 
  12100: Design the hardware blueprint for the watch component 
  12200: Design the hardware blueprint for the heart monitor 
  12300: Design the hardware blueprint for the alert functions 
  12310: Design the hardware blueprint for the tone alarm 
  12320: Design the hardware blueprint for the vibration alarm 
  12400: Design the hardware blueprint for the wrist activity monitor 
  12500: Design an integration plan for the hardware components 
  13000: Select the best components required by the hardware blueprint 
  19999: MILESTONE: Hardware design completed to specifications. 
  
20000: Complete the software components of the WSD 
  21000: Choose from current personnel a group to design the WSD software 
  21100: Choose personnel to design the internal software 
  21200: Choose personnel to design the user-interface 
  22000: Procure equipment required to develop all WSD software 
  23000: Produce the software required for the WSD 
  23100: Produce the software to run the watch component 
  23200: Produce the software to run the heart monitor 
  23300: Produce the software to run the alert functions 
  23400: Produce the software to run the wrist activity monitor 
  23500: Produce the software to run graphical user interface (GUI) 
  29999: MILESTONE: WSD software completed to specifications. 
  
30000: Create an sleek and attractive look for the WSD 
  31000: Obtain subcontractors required to produce the product's design 
  32000: Design the WSD's appearance and look 
  33000: Select the best components required by the design layout chosen 
  39999: MILESTONE: Outward appearance design completed. 
  
40000: Complete all documentation required for the WSD 
  41000: Complete the user documentation for the WSD 
  41100: Choose personnel to write and maintain the user manual 
  41200: Procure equipment required by the documentation personnel 
  41300: Design simple to understand user documentation for the WSD 
  42000: Complete the repair documentation for the WSD 
  42100: Choose personnel to write and maintain the repair documentation 
  42200: Procure equipment required by the documentation personnel 
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  42300: Design repair documentation for the WSD 
  43000: Complete the management documentation for the WSD 
  43100: Choose personnel to write and maintain the management documentation 
  43200: Procure equipment required by the documentation personnel 
  43300: Design and maintain management documentation for the WSD 
  44000: Complete the CS411 course-required documentation 
  44100: Choose personnel to write and maintain the CS411 documentation 
  44200: Procure equipment required by the documentation personnel 
  44300: Design and maintain management documentation for the WSD 
  45000: Complete the legal documentation 
  45100: Hire legal aid to write the legal documentation 
  45200: Produce the disclaimer required by the WSD 
  45300: Secure the copyrights and patents required by the WSD 
  49999: MILESTONE: Documentation completed to specifications. 
  
50000: Complete testing of the WSD 
   51000: Design a series of tests required to test the WSD 
   51100: Confirm accuracy of the heart-rate monitor 
   51110: Confirm its accuracy with reading heart-rate 
   51120: Confirm its accuracy when calibrating itself to users 
   51130: Confirm its accuracy when detecting sleep 
   51200: Confirm accuracy of the wrist activity detector 
   51210: Confirm its accuracy when detecting wrist movement/immobility 
   51220: Confirm its accuracy when detecting sleep 
   51300: Confirm effectiveness of 'wake-up methods' 
   51310: Confirm effectiveness of tone alarm 
   51320: Confirm effectiveness of vibration alarm 
   51400: Confirm accuracy and effectiveness of watch functions 
   51500: Confirm effectiveness and user-friendliness of user interface 
   51600: Confirm readability and usefulness of user documentation 
   52000: Procure equipment required for all WSD product testing 
   59999: MILESTONE: All testing completed: Product components work as required. 
  
60000: Develop the marketing strategy for the WSD. 
   61000: Choose a retail chain to sell the WSD. 
   62000: Supply the selected chain with WSD units. 
   69999: MILESTONE: Sign a contract with a retail chain. 
  
 70000: Develop a prototype of the WSD (CS411). 
   71000: Choose personnel to design the prototype. 
   72000: Choose a prototype design. 
   73000: Procure required components for the prototype 
   74000: Complete the WSD prototype. 
   79999: MILESTONE: Prototype is complete and operational. 
  
Phase II Tasks (ordered by group) 
11001: Research existing manufacturing firms to determine the best choice 
11002: Negotiate a contract for the required work with the selected firm 
12101: Request multiple ideas for the watch component from the hired firm 
12102: Choose the best idea in terms of quality vs. money 
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12201: Request multiple ideas for the heart monitor from the hired firm 
12202: Choose the best idea in terms of quality vs. money 
12311: Request multiple ideas for the tone alarm from the hired firm 
12312: Choose the best idea in terms of quality vs. money 
12321: Request multiple ideas for the vibration alarm from the hired firm 
12322: Choose the best idea in terms of quality vs. money 
12401: Request multiple ideas for the wrist activity monitor from the hired firm 
12402: Choose the best idea in terms of quality vs. money 
12501: Request integration of all required components 
13001: Research the available components needed for the selected blueprints 
13002: choose the best components in terms of quality vs. money 
  
21101: Review skills and training of current staff 
21102: Choose those best qualified to produce the internal software 
21201: Review skills and training of current staff (can be done with 2110a) 
21202: Choose those best qualified to produce the user-interface software 
22001: Determine hardware, software, and other equipment required by the  
           software teams 
22002: Research to determine the best value in terms of quality vs. cost  
           of what is needed 
22003: Purchase the best versions of required equipment 
23101: Create the software to run the watch component 
23201: Create the software to run the heart monitor 
23301: Create the software to run the alert functions 
23401: Create the software to run the wrist activity monitor 
23501: Create the software to run the graphical user-interface 
  
31001: Research existing design firms to determine the best choice 
31002: Negotiate a contract for the required work with the selected firm 
32001: Request multiple designs from the hired firm 
32002: Conduct a survey of our target market to determine the most  
           attractive design 
33001: Research the available components needed for the attractive design 
33002: Choose the best components in terms of quality vs. money 
  
41101: Review skills and training of current staff (can be done with 2110a) 
41102: Choose those best qualified to produce the user documentation 
41201: Determine hardware, software, and other equipment required by the  
           writer team 
41202: Research to determine the best value in terms of quality vs. cost  
           of what is needed 
41203: Purchase the best versions of required equipment 
41301: Write and maintain the user documentation for the WSD 
42101: Review skills and training of current staff (can be done with 2110a) 
42102: Choose those best qualified to produce the repair documentation 
42201: Determine hardware, software, and other equipment required by the  
           writer team 
42202: Research to determine the best value in terms of quality vs. cost  
           of what is needed 
42203: Purchase the best versions of required equipment 
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42301: Write and maintain the repair documentation for the WSD 
43101: Review skills and training of current staff (can be done with 2110a) 
43102: Choose those best qualified to produce the management documentation 
43201: Determine hardware, software, and other equipment required by the  
           writer team 
43202: Research to determine the best value in terms of quality vs. cost  
           of what is needed 
43203: Purchase the best versions of required equipment 
43301: Write and maintain the management documentation for the WSD 
44101: Review skills and training of current staff (can be done with 2110a) 
44102: Choose those best qualified to produce the CS411 documentation 
44201: Determine hardware, software, and other equipment required by the  
           writer team 
44202: Research to determine the best value in terms of quality vs. cost  
           of what is needed 
44203: Purchase the best versions of required equipment 
44301: Write and maintain the CS410 documentation for the WSD 
45101: Research law firms and determine the best choice 
45102: Hire lawyers from that firm to aid us with legal documentation 
45201: Determine what health/safety risks, if any, our product poses 
45202: Draft a disclaimer that speaks to those risks 
45301: Determine what parts of our product should be copyrighted/patented 
45302: Secure all required copyrights and patents 
  
51111: Conduct a test comparing our heart-rate monitor to proven heart- 
            rate monitors 
51112: Redesign our components and repeat testing if necessary  
51121: Conduct tests to determine if the heart-rate monitor calibrates properly 
51122: Redesign our components and repeat testing if necessary 
51131: Conduct tests to determine if/how/when the heart-rate monitor detects  
           sleepiness 
51132: Redesign our components and repeat testing if necessary 
51211: Conduct tests to determine if/how/when our product detects wrist activity 
51212: Redesign our components and repeat testing if necessary 
51221: Conduct tests to determine if/how/when the wrist activity monitor detects 
           sleepiness 
51222: Redesign our components and repeat testing if necessary 
51311: Conduct a test to determine if the tone is successful at alerting people 
51312: Redesign our components and repeat testing if necessary 
51321: Conduct a test to determine if the tone is successful at alerting people 
51401: Conduct tests of our product's watch functions 
51402: Redesign our components and repeat testing if necessary 
51501: Conduct tests to see how easily people learn and use the GUI 
51502: Redesign our components and repeat testing if necessary 
51601: Conduct tests to see how readily people understand the user documentation 
51602: Redesign our documentation and repeat testing if necessary 
52001: Determine hardware, software, and other required for all product testing 
52002: Research to determine the best value in terms of quality vs. cost  
           of what is needed 
52003: Purchase the best versions of the required equipment 
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61001: Research retail chains to find the one best suited to sell our product 
61002: Hire lawyers (4510) to negotiate a contract with the selected retail chain 
62001: Produce the agreed upon number of units 
62002: Deliver the agreed upon number of units to the chain's outlets 
  
71001: Review skills and training of current staff (can be done with 2110a) 
71002: Choose those best qualified to produce the user documentation 
72001: Determine an effective prototype design. 
73001: Purchase components required by the design. 
74001: Build the prototype according to the design. 
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Production & Outyears: Phase III 
 
The final phase will see some of the WSD development team assigned to new projects. Revenue permitting will 
see the bulk of the team working on enhancements to the first release such as possibly a shock feature for 
enhanced alerting, creation of an interface to a virtual workstation, coordinating the research and subsequent 
results to improve upon reliability and expanded roles for the product such as dependable and accurate alerting 
in dangerous situations. The current project manager or one appointed will spearhead the effort to keep the 
WSD product alive and profitable. 

Phase III Objectives 
00000: Continue production and support of the WSD. 
  10000: Produce WSD units ordered by our chosen retail chain. 
  19999: MILESTONE: First order filled successfully. 
  
20000: Create and maintain a product support/repair center. 
  21000: Establish a customer service department. 
  22000: Establish a repair department. 
  29999: MILESTONE: Support/Repair center established. 
  
30000: Continue to develop and improved the WSD. 
  31000: Correct any weaknesses in the WSD design. 
  32000: Improve on the current WSD design. 
  32100: Identify new features desired by customers. 
  32200: Review cost/benefit of adding new features. 
  39999: MILESTONE: Continued R&D center established. 
  
40000: Continue marketing the WSD. 
  41000: Maintain relations with our retail chain. 
  42000: Explore further marketing options. 
  49999: MILESTONE: Cusomter relations center established. 
  
  
Phase III Tasks (ordered by groups) 
10001: Determine with retailer's sale data how many units to make. 
10002: Request the units' production from our manufacturers. 
  
21001: Develop a customer service algorithm. 
21002: Hire an initial customer service staff. 
22001: Purchase basic tools necessary for repairs. 
22002: Hire repair engineers for the initial repair center. 
  
31001: Review repair center data for trends. 
31002: Investigate any trends found for design flaws. 
31003: Repair any design flaws found in the review. 
32101: Use a 'rebate survey' to determine desired new features. 
32102: Research feasibility of desired features. 
32103: Develop new features if they are feasible. 
  
41001: Review retail sales peformance with our chosen retailer. 
41002: Renew our sales contract with the retailer. 
42001: Explore the possibility of sales abroad through surveys. 
42002: Develop marketing plans to take advantage of these possibilities. 
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RESOURCES & BUDGET 
 

Phase I Required Resources 
 

(Note: 'Internal Personnel' references in the Resources listings refer to ODU students of Junior-level standing or 
higher in majors relevant to the area in question, usually Computer Science.) 
 

Phase I Required Resources 
Management Requirements: 
These are the managers' salaries for this phase. They are not tied to any 
specific group of tasks, but are required nonetheless. 
Management: 
  Project Manager (Mark Kopmann) 
    1 personnel at $6400/month, 2 months: $12,800 
  Technical Writing Manager (Herbie Piland) 
    1 personnel at $5100/month, 2 months: $10,200  
  Project Webmaster & Promoter (Cort Tompkins) 
    1 personnel at $4500/month, 2 months: $9,000 
  Research Manager (Amine Benjelloun) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 2 months: $7,800 
  Design Manager (Okiima Pickett) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 2 months: $7,800 
  Funding Procurement Manager (Charles Edmunds) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 2 months: $7,800 
  Tech Manager (Chris Garrett) 
    1 personnel at $5100/month, 2 months: $10,200 
Total Cost: $65,600 
  
10000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      4 personnel at $15/hour, 5hrs each of 20 man/hours: $300 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard) 
      $900/unit (HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor), 4 units: $3,600 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 4 units: $80/month (1 month): $80 
Total Cost: $3,980 
  
20000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      4 personnel at $15/hour, 30hrs each of 120 man/hours: $1,800 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard) 
      HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor: (reused from 10000s) 
    Software (Best Buy) 
      $550/unit (Microsoft Office Pro XP), 1 unit: $550 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      Exis.Net: (reused from 10000s) 
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Total Cost: $2,350 
  
30000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      4 personnel at $15/hour, 60hrs each of 240 man/hours: $3,600 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard) 
      HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor: (reused from 10000s) 
    Software (Best Buy) 
      Microsoft Office Pro XP: (reused from 10000s) 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 4 units: $80/month (1 month): $80 
Total Cost: $3,680 
  
40000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      4 personnel at $15/hour, 30hrs each of 120 man/hours: $1,800 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard) 
      HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor: (reused from 10000s) 
    Software (Best Buy) 
      Microsoft Office Pro XP: (reused from 10000s) 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 4 units: $80/month (1 month): $80 
Total Cost: $1,880 
  
50000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      2 personnel at $15/hour, 18hrs each of 36 man/hours: $540 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard)  
      $900/unit (HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor), 2 units: $1,800 
    Software (Best Buy) 
      $35/unit (Microsoft Works 7.0), 2 units: $70 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 2 units: $40/month (5 months): $200 
Total Cost: $2,610 
  
PHASE I TOTAL COST: $80,100 
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Phase II Required Resources 
 
Management Requirements: 
These are the managers' salaries for this phase. They are not tied to any specific group of tasks, but are required 
nonetheless. 
 
(Note: 'Internal Personnel' references in the Resources listings refer to ODU students of Junior-level standing or 
higher in majors relevant to the area in question, usually Computer Science.) 
 
Phase II Required Resources 
Management: 
  Project Manager (Mark Kopmann) 
    1 personnel at $6400/month, 11 months: $70,400 
  Technical Writing Manager (Herbie Piland) 
    1 personnel at $5100/month, 11 months: $56,100 
  Project Webmaster & Promoter (Cort Tompkins) 
    1 personnel at $4500/month, 11 months: $49,500 
  Research Manager (Amine Benjelloun) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 11 months: $42,900 
  Design Manager (Okiima Pickett) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 11 months: $42,900 
  Funding Procurement Manager (Charles Edmunds) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 11 months: $42,900 
  Tech Manager (Chris Garrett) 
    1 personnel at $5100/month, 11 months: $56,100 
Total Cost: $360,800 
  
10000s: 
  Subcontracts 
    Choi Design Inc. ($250,000 contract) 
  Personnel (Setting up the Partnership) 
    Internal Personnel 
      2 personnel at $15/hour, 30hrs each of 60 man/hours: $900 
    Legal Aid  
      1 lawyer at $300/hour, 25 man/hours: $7,500 
    Overhead 
      Overhead (40% on outside personnel): $3,000 
Total Cost: $261,400 
  
20000s: 
  Subcontracts 
    Choi Design Inc. (continued from 1000s) 
  Personnel 
    Technical Personnel 
      3 programmers at $21/hour, 480hrs each of 1440 man/hours: $30,240 
      1 software engineer at $30/hour, 480 man/hours: $14,400 
    Overhead 
      Overhead (40% on outside personnel) : $17,800 
  Computer Equipment 
    Bio-Feedback Device (J&J Engineering) 
      $2,000/unit (C2-GP), 1 unit: $2,000 
    Development Workstations 
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      $2,000/unit, 5 units: $10,000 
Total Cost: $74,440 
  
30000s: 
  Subcontracts 
    Choi Design Inc. (continued from 1000s) 
Total Cost: $0 (paid for in 1000s) 
  
40000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      4 personnel at $15/hour, 40hrs each of 160 man/hours: $2,400 
    Legal Aid  
      1 lawyer at $300/hour, 15 man/hours: $4,500 
    Overhead 
      Overhead (40% on outside personnel): $1,800 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard)  
      $900/unit (HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor), 4 units: $3,600 
    Software (Best Buy) 
      $35/unit (Microsoft Works 7.0), 4 units: $140 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 4 units: $80/month (8 months): $640 
Total Cost: $13,080 
  
50000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      4 personnel at $15/hour, 135hrs each of 540 man/hours: $8,100 
    'Guinea Pigs' (Testers) 
      25 personnel at $150 each: $3,750 
    Overhead 
      Overhead (40% on outside personnel): $1,500 
  Supplies 
    Heart Rate Monitor Baseline (JFM Inc.) 
      $55/unit, 5 units: $275 
    Motion Sensor Baseline (Metamotion Inc.) 
      $5,000/unit, 1 unit: $5,000 
    'Disposable' WSDs  
      $60/unit, 20 units: $1,200 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard)  
      $900/unit (HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor), 5 units: $4,500 
    Software (CompUSA) 
      Approx. $500/unit, 5 units: $2,500 
Total Cost: $26,825 
  
60000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
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      1 personnel at $15/hour, 10 man/hours: $150 
    Legal Aid  
      1 lawyer at $300/hour, 20 man/hours: $6,000 
    Overhead 
      Overhead (40% on outside personnel): $2,400 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard)  
      $900/unit (HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor), 1 unit: $900 
    Software (Best Buy) 
      $35/unit (Microsoft Works 7.0), 1 unit: $35 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 1 unit: $20/month (2 months): $40 
Total Cost: $9,525 
  
70000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      4 personnel at $15/hour, 18hrs each of 72 man/hours: $1,080 
  Supplies 
    Technical Components (Full Field Industrial Ltd.) 
      $65.00/unit, 1 unit: $65 
    Watchbands (Wing Fat Watch Bands Co.) 
      $5.00/unit, 1 unit: $5 
Total Cost: $1,150 
  
PHASE II TOTAL COST: $747,220 
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Phase III Required Resources 
 
It should be noted that many of the costs here, particularly annual costs, are estimates for the first year only. 
Costs beyond this period will be determined largely by performance of our product in the marketplace. 
Estimates for future periods should be determinable when this sales and market data becomes available. Our 
tentative post first-year plans are to dedicate 10% of our revenue to marketing (30000s) and 15% to continued 
research and development (40000s). 
 

Management: 
  Project Manager (Mark Kopmann) 
    1 personnel at $6400/month, 12 months/year: $76,800 
  Technical Writing Manager (Herbie Piland) 
    1 personnel at $5100/month, 12 months/year: $61,200 
  Project Webmaster & Promoter (Cort Tompkins) 
    1 personnel at $4500/month, 12 months/year: $54,000 
  Research Manager (Amine Benjelloun) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 12 months/year: $46,800 
  Design Manager (Okiima Pickett) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 12 months/year: $46,800 
  Funding Procurement Manager (Charles Edmunds) 
    1 personnel at $3900/month, 12 months/year: $46,800 
  Tech Manager (Chris Garrett) 
    1 personnel at $5100/month, 12 months/year: $61,200 
Total Cost: $393,600 (per year) 
  
10000s: 
Supplies (purchased every 25,000 units) 
    Technical Components (Full Field Industrial Ltd.) 
      $48.00/unit, 25,000 units: $1,200,000 
    Watchbands (Wing Fat Watch Bands Co.) 
      $4.75/unit, 25,000 units: $118,750 
    Package Watches (Chong Ngai Packing Industrial Co.) 
      $1.35/unit, 25,000 units: $33,750 
Total Cost: $1,352,500 (per 25,000 units) 
  
20000s: 
Personnel 
  Customer Service 
      2 personnel at $12/hour, 750hrs each of 1500 man/hours per year: $18,000 
  Repair Staff 
      1 personnel at $20/hour, 375hrs each of 750 man/hours per year: $7,500 
  Overhead 
      Overhead (40% on outside personnel): $10,200  
Supplies 
    Note 
      Parts for repairs will be purchased with each bulk order of complete 
      units so that the 25,000+ unit discount may be taken advantage of. For 
      the first order, we will purchase an extra 2% (500 units worth) of 
      supplies. Future amounts will be determined on statistical analysis of 
      previous repair needs. 
Technical Components (Full Field Industrial Ltd.) 
      $48.00/unit, 500 units: $24,000 
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  Watchbands (Wing Fat Watch Bands Co.) 
      $4.75/unit, 500 units: $2,375 
  Package Watches (Chong Ngai Packing Industrial Co.) 
      $1.35/unit, 500 units: $675 
 Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard)  
      $900/unit (HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor), 3 units: $2,700 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 3 units: $60/month (12 months per year): $720 
Total Cost: $2,700 (initial), $35,420 (per year), $20,050 (per 25,000 units) 
  
30000s: 
  Subcontracts 
    Choi Design Inc. ($50,000/year contract) 
  Personnel (Setting up the Partnership) 
    Internal Personnel 
      2 personnel at $15/hour, 375hrs each of 750 man/hours per year: $11,250 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard)  
      $900/unit (HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor), 2 units: $1,800 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 2 units: $40/month (12 months per year): $480 
Total Cost: $1,800 (initial), $61,730 (per year) 
  
40000s: 
  Personnel 
    Internal Personnel 
      2 personnel at $15/hour, 375hrs each of 750 man/hours per year: $11,250 
    Legal Aid  
      1 personnel at $300/hour, 20 man/hours per year: $6,000 
    Overhead 
      Overhead (40% on outside personnel): $2,400 
  Computer Equipment 
    PCs (Hewlett Packard)  
      $900/unit (HP Pavilion 530n+Monitor), 2 units: $1,800 
    Internet Access (Exis.Net) 
      $20/month/unit, 2 units: $40/month (12 months per year): $480 
  Travel Budget 
    Airline Tickets (PriceLine.com) 
      Average of $250/ticket, 24 tickets per year: $6,000 
    Hotel Rooms (PriceLine.com) 
      Average of $120/night, 36 nights per year: $4,320 
    Rental Cars (PriceLine.com) 
      Average of $40/day, 36 days per year: $1,440 
Total Cost: $1,800 (initial) $31,890 (per year) 
TOTAL PHASE III Cost: $6,300 (initial), $522,640 (per year), 
                                    $1,372,550 (per 25,000 units) 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES 
 
Herbert H. Piland  
Herbert H. Piland the technical writing/budget specialist of WSD, and is a student of Computer Science and Philosophy 
at Old Dominion University. His plans after graduation are to seek employment in the game development industry, and 
his hobbies include reading, gaming, and spending time with his friends. 
 
Okiima Pickett 
Okiima Pickett is the design and marketing specialist for the WSD. Ms. Pickett is a senior at Old Dominion University and 
will be graduating in May 2003 with a BS degree in Computer Science and a minor in Computer Engineering. Ms. Pickett 
enjoys programming, animating, and playing soccer for the ODU women's soccer team. 
 
Mark Kopmann  
Mark Kopmann is the Project Manager for the WSD project. He is a Computer Science undergraduate with a cluster in 
"Administrative Leadership and Ethics for Professional Roles," at Old Dominion University. Following graduation in 
December 2002, he plans to pursue a career in software development on the application side. Mark splits his free time 
staying current in the latest software trends and relaxing with sci-fi novels. 
 
R. Cortland Tompkins  
R. Cortland Tompkins maintains the WSD website and is the public relations specialist (including development and 
design of all WSD multi-media presentations). He is a Computer Science and Mathematics undergraduate at Old 
Dominion University. Cort spends much of his free time enjoying the shooting sports and serving as the Webmaster of 
the Virginia Beach Rifle & Pistol Club and looks forward to assisting customers avoid unwanted sleep. 
 
Christopher Garrett  
Christopher Garrett is the designer of the WSD web site and technical expert for the WSD project. He has done much 
research in various areas of computer technology. He is also the owner of a small corporation known as Inixoma, Inc., 
which started as a web design company, but soon developed into a web hosting company. Beyond the world of 
computers, Christopher also teaches kickboxing, trains in various martial arts, and enjoys sketching, rollerblading, and 
rock-climbing. 
 
Charles Edmunds  
Charles Edmunds is the funding specialist for WSD. He is a Computer Science major at Old Dominion University. In his 
spare time he enjoys watching football, camping, and reading poorly written science fiction and fantasy novels. 
 
Amine Benjelloun 
Amine Benjelloun assists with research and is a senior at Old Dominion University. He will be graduating in May 2003 
with a BS in Computer Science and a minor in Computer Engineering. He plays tennis, soccer and he likes fishing. 
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APPENDIX I – Management, Evaluation, and Software Plans 
 

Personal Technical Requirements 
 
The Project Manager  
Designs, plans, and coordinates work teams and helps the individual managers with their responsibilities, works to keep 
the project on schedule, and addresses any problems that may arise. The individual managers listed below all have 
primary tasks, but can also be found accomplishing tasks not related to their formal title.   
 
The Funding Manager  
Is responsible for most of the budget issues, including personnel costs, resource requirements, and allocation of received 
funding to include lobbying for grants. 
 
The Design manager  
Is responsible for the design of our product, procurement of design personal if needed, testing of the design, and will 
design and develop the product prototype for phase II. The design manager will also work closely with the research 
manager in procuring the proper marketing personal.  
 
The Research Manager  
Is responsible for ensuring all departments have cutting edge information to accomplish all tasks. The research manager 
will continue throughout all phases to investigate all issues pertinent to the project and will work closely with the design 
manager in procuring marketing. 
 
The Technical Writing Manager  
Is responsible for developing a Work Breakdown Structure containing a Gantt chart detailing our objectives, tasks, and 
risks. The technical writing manager will also develop a Project Implementation Plan with the help of the group that will 
guide us through each of the three project phases. The Technical writing manager is, and has been, instrumental in 
ensuring all documents and documentation is compiled professionally. 
 
The Technical Expert  
Is responsible for drafting documentation such as features of our product.  The technical expert will also oversee the 
technical and critical design of our product and be responsible for personal directly involved in the creation of our product 
such as (but not limited to) software and electrical engineers. The technical expert will work closely with the design 
manager. 
 
The Webmaster/Presentations manager  
Is responsible for creating and maintaining the company website. As the presentations manager responsibilities will be to 
task each department to produce documents showing their progress and accomplishments to present to funding 
agencies, marketing companies, retailers, and other interested parties. 
 

EVALUATION PLAN  
 
Evaluate project performance via periodic evaluations to assess the project's positive growth. This plan will follow the 
milestone time line and will be implemented (and reviewed for relevance) at each milestone. The initial methods that will 
be incorporated follow. 
 
Program Design Review (PDR)  
Evaluate projected design schedules vs actual time. This review will also ensure that design concepts can be 
implemented.  
 
Critical Design Review (CDR)  
Evaluate design from a technical standpoint to ensure each design aspect remains feasible. Extensive phased testing with 
proven results will be incorporated, as the CDR will drive future funding of the project.  
 
Factory Acceptance Test (FAT)  
A FAT will be conducted on the WSB courtesy of Full Field Industrials Q&A team following our specifications. The 
specifications will be in accordance with (but not limited to) international EE and ANSI C standards along with any 
applicable country laws.  
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Customer Acceptance Test (CAT)  
The initial release will be accompanied by rigorous market analysis to determine customer satisfaction, desires, and 
needs associated with furthering the evolvement of the WSD.  
 

SOFTWARE PLAN 
 
Major Software Components  

• Basic Watch Functions  

• User Interface  

• Calibration  

• Telemetry and Detection  
The following document describes the function and requirements of the above high-level components. The work required 
to complete each enumerated software component is expressed in lines of code (LOC). Estimates are given for the 
prototyping software (implemented on a PC in a high-level language). It is expected that the finished prototyping software, 
produced in C, will incur 25% additional man-hours to be ported to the microprocessor specified by our hardware design. 
This document provides only general design guidelines, and part of the software implementation will involve a more 
rigorous application of the principles of software design and engineering.  
 
Basic Watch Functions  
 
The basic watch functionality will provided as part of the hardware design, supplied by Full Field Industrial Ltd. For the 
purposes of the associated hardware, this design should include, at least in part, the following functions:  

• Chronograph  

• Multiple alarms  
User Interface  
 
The user interface will rely upon the hardware design. Assuming a standard watch configuration featuring four to five input 
buttons, the sleep detection functionality of the user interface will require a number of inputs. The user interface software 
will need to, via the watch's LCD, prompt the user for the following inputs, accept input via watch buttons, and save these 
selections to registers in the watch.  

1. Detection sensitivity  

1. Wrist activity sensitivity  

2. Base heart rate sensitivity  

3. Heart rate change sensitivity  

2. Activation intervals  

3. Timed activation, deactivation  

4. Wake method  

1. Vibration  

2. Audible alarm  

1. Volume  
Estimated LOC: 500  
 
Calibration  
 
In order to make an accurate prediction of sleep, the watch will need to compare the current heart rate against an 
individual's resting heart rate. The watch will include a heart rate calibration routine, which will calculate resting heart rate 
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and monitor heart changes over a sleeping calibration interval. These data will be stored in watch registers and used by 
the detection algorithm.  

1. Monitor heart rate over interval  

1. Log drops in heart rate over sub-intervals  

2. Distinguish initial sleep stage from subsequent stages by rate change  

3. Determine resting heart rate relative to first sleep stage  
Estimated LOC: 800  
 
Telemetry and Detection  
 
The hardware designs provide both a digital plethysmograph and accelerometer to monitor pulse and wrist movement. 
When detection is active, this software module monitors these inputs and activates an alert mechanism accordingly.  

1. Wrist-activity, accelerometer  

1. Detect sustained inactivity  

2. Pulse, plethysmograph  

1. Detect below-baseline heart rate  

2. Detect drop in heart rate  

3. Detection  

1. Intersection of wrist-activity and pulse  
Estimated LOC: 1500  
 
Prototyping Hardware  
 
To allow for telemetry and detection prototyping, three to five computer workstations will be required with a peripheral 
plethysmograph. J&J Engineering's C2-GP biofeedback device can monitor heart rate and heart rate variability, and 
communicates through a standard RS-232 interface.  
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APPENDIX II – MARKETING PLAN 

 
The depth of the prospective markets, which include students, office workers, and night workers, among others, buoys 
the commercial potential of the Wristband Sleep Detector (WSD).  Recent surveys have shown that respondents from all 
walks of life recognize the importance of staying awake while working or at school.  Sizable majorities of respondents 
claim to have inadvertently fallen asleep at work or at school, and would purchase a device to correct this behavior were 
one available.  The WSD attempts to address this need.  The WSD organization's initial marketing strategy will be 
directed toward sales in large, nationwide discount retail department stores, with special marketing emphasis placed on 
college students.  To this end, most of our marketing effort will be in establishing a relationship with a national retailer 
who will carry the WSD in their stores.  Given an initial production run of 25,000 WSD units, retailers must purchase each 
WSD unit for a minimum price of $75 in order for the WSD project to realize profit within the first year.  After the initial 
research and development expenses have been paid, production runs of 25,000 units will yield profit at a minimum 
supplied price of $57. 
 
The retail partnership will be established by approaching a national retailer with the results of internal surveys, which 
support the breadth, and enthusiasm of the projected markets, along with the results of internal testing and validation, 
which will establish the efficacy of the WSD.  With the aid of legal counsel, the WSD organization will ideally establish a 
contract providing for the sale of WSD units to the retailer at a price point guaranteeing a return on investment within the 
first production run of 25,000 units.  Recognizing that such a contract is crucial to the WSD's initial financial success, the 
organization must be willing to settle for less advantageous contracts in order to establish the product in a national retail 
market.  In the case that the initial retail contract provides for the sale of WSD units at less than the projected minimum 
price point of $75, the WSD may have to be sold at a price point such that repayment of the research and development 
costs is amortized over the course of several production runs.  The organization should also be willing to accept initial 
retail sales on a consignment basis.  Given the quantity of the initial production run of 25,000 units, the organization will 
attempt to establish relationships with many retailers in order to identify the most successful retail environments. 
 
In addition to the exposure provided by national retail stores, some marketing effort will also be directed toward the 
university student market, identified as particularly viable in marketing research surveys.  Local interest in the product will 
be established by providing, potentially on consignment, limited numbers of WSD units for sale in university bookstores.  
This interest will be augmented by a general advertising campaign, which may include advertisements in university 
publications, placement of posters, and distribution of the renowned "tri-fold."  In order to minimize costs associated with 
coordination such a marketing campaign, initial marketing targets will consist of national retailers and universities with 
locations near the WSD organization's headquarters in Norfolk, Virginia.  The organization will refrain from using any 
university-wide e-mail address, which may be used to send unsolicited commercial content to an entire student body. 
 
Further testing and research may reveal that the WSD is suitable for situations in which life may be at risk, such as 
driving.  This will increase the depth of the consumer market as well as expanding the WSD into new markets.  Such an 
expansion will allow the WSD to market directly to business entities, which employ workforces for which attentiveness, 
and vigilance is critical.  The WSD may then be marketed directly to commercial delivery companies, health and elder 
care agencies, and security services.  These direct sales will allow the WSD to sold at very competitive prices while 
establishing product credibility in the retail market. 
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APPENDIX III – TEST PLAN 

 
Unit Level Testing 

 

1. Verify the accuracy of the heart rate monitor by comparing it too proven heart 
rate monitors (http://www.proten.com ) 

2. Verify the ability to register small wrist motions by comparing it to a similar 
device that does the same. ( http://www.metamotion.com ) 

3. Verify the watch functions 
 
 
 

Integration / System Level Testing 
 

1. Verify that the heart rate monitor component and wrist motion component work 
as intended given different input. 

2. Verify that the watch functions work when integrated with the sleep detection 
components 
 
 
 

Operational Level Testing 
 

1. Test the durability of the WSD. 
2. Verify the functionality of the WSD by laboratory testing real people. 

 

http://www.proten.com/
http://www.metamotion.com/
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APPENDIX IV – PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
| 
 
 
 
 
 
 
| 
 
 
 
 
 
 
| 
 
 
 
 
 
 
| 
 
 
 
 
 
 
| 
 
 
 
 
 
 
| 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write the software for the 
WBSD. 

Test the software with sets of 
computer generated inputs to 
determine correctness of the 

software algorithms 

Build the heart rate monitor 
unit for the WBSD. 

Test the heart Rate unit to 
determine if it is reading heart 

rates correctly. 

Build the wrist motion unit for 
the WBSD. 

Test the wrist motion unit to 
determine if it is reading wrist 

motions correctly. 

Interface all units of the WBSD 
and test to see if they interact as 

required. 
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APPENDIX V 

SCHEDULE OF PLANS PHASES I, II, AND III 
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APPENDIX VI – TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 
 

The ultimate goal of the Wristband Sleep Detector (WBS) is to assist those who are falling asleep in inappropriate 
situations by alerting them and making them more aware of their sleepy manner. 
- The watch will monitor heart rate through the use of a plethysmograph. 

- A plethysmograph is a device that is able to detect/monitor the amount of blood passing through a given area. 
   - These devices are commonly used in the medical field to monitor such things as cardiac output. 
- The watch will monitor wrist activity through the use of an accelerometer. 
 - An accelerometer is a device that is capable of detecting a change in velocity and position. 
- The plethysmograph and accelerometer technology will be combined to detect a slowing heart rate and varying forms of  
   wrist activity in an attempt to conclude whether the wearer of the WBS is falling asleep or not. Ultimately, the WBS will  
   serve as a great tool to assist those who find themselves slipping in and out of sleep in inappropriate, possibly drastic,  
   situations. 
 
Through simple monitoring devices coexisting to measure differing biological functions an accurate reading can be 
projected and used to conclude whether or not the user is falling asleep. As the diagram shows, important data is stored 
to allow a more conclusive heart readings: a baseline heart is yielded through careful calibration and compared with a 
rate that appears to drop below the threshold. The actual sleep alert system can be easily activated and deactivated by 
the user through a simple interface, providing the user the ability to enable automatic sleep detection and alerts in a 
range of audible tones or even vibration. 
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APPENDIX VII 

PROJECT RISKS 
 

Insufficient Market 
Probability: Initial results of surveys and interviews indicate probability is low. 
Consequence: Severe 
Solution: Have in place a great marketing plan to include possibly convincing government to 
make the wearing of such a device (or similar) mandatory in some situations. 
  
Lawsuits from Unrealistic Expectations by Consumer 
Probability: With the proper marketing techniques: Low 
Consequences: Severe 
Solution: Outsource a good advertising company and retain a good attorney well versed in 
marketing law. 
  
Competition 
Probability: Moderate 
Consequences: Moderate 
Solution: Make a great product and get our name known before anyone else. 
  
• Not a replacement for good sleeping habits. 
• Users will still be afflicted by the other basic problems of sleep-deprivation beyond falling 
asleep randomly. 

• A fair amount of setup is required. 
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APPENDIX VIII 
 

 
Research: 

BBC News 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/2230716.stm 

PriceLine.com 
 http://www.priceline.com/ 
Sleep A to Zzz 
 http://www.thinkquest.com/ 
The National Commission on Sleep Disorders Research,  

      http://www.stanford.edu/~dement/overview-ncsdr.html 
The National Sleep Foundation, 

  http://www.sleepfoundation.org/disorder.html 
The U.S. Department of Transportation, 

  http://www.occenvmed.net/dot/fatigue.htm 
Interview: 

J. Catesby Ware, Ph.D. 
Chief, Division of Sleep Medicine 
Professor, Departments of Medicine & Psychiatry 
Eastern Virginia Medical School  

http://www.cs.odu.edu/~cpi/cpi-f2002/wsd/interview.php 
Statistics: 

CNN.com/Travel 
  http://www.cnn.com/2002/TRAVEL/NEWS/07/25/air.traffic.controllers/ 

FIRSTGOV for Seniors 
  http://www.seniors.gov/articles/0201/registered-nurses.html 

Occupational Outlook Handbook 
  http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos156.htm 

Truckinfo.net 
  http://www.truckinfo.net/stats.asp 

U.S. Census Bureau  
http://www.census.gov/main/www/popclock.html 

U.S. Government Information/Resources 
  http://usgovinfo.miningco.com/library/weekly/aa071102a.htm 
Resources: 

Best Buy 
  http://www.bestbuy.com/ 

Choi Design Inc. 
  http://www.choidesign.com/ 

Chong Ngai Packing Industrial Co. 
  http://www.hkexporter.net/watchandclock/chongngai.html 

Exis.Net 
  http://www.exis.net/ 

Full Field Industrial Ltd. 
 http://www.hkexporter.net/watchandclock/fullfield.html 
Hewlett Packard 
 http://www.hp.com/ 
J&J Engineering 

  http://www.jjengineering.com/ 
Metamotion Inc. 

  http://www.metamotion.com/ 
Wing Fat Watch Bands Co. 

  http://www.wingfathk.com/ 
SBIR : 
 Department of Health and Human Service 
  http://www.hhs.gov/ 
 National Institutes of Health Office of Extramural Research 
  http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/sbir.htm#sbir 

 
Similar Devices 

Doze Alert Driver Sleep Alarm 
 http://www.comforthouse.com/dozal.html 
NapZapper 
 http://www.safetytechnology.com/napzapper.htm 
Personal Alarm System 

  http://www.safetynow.com/personal01.htm 
Polar Heart Rate Monitors 

  http://www.proten.com/ 
 Sonic Nap Alert System 
  http://www.paturnpike.com/TRAVELER/SUMMER96/page2-3.htm 
 

 
 
 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/2230716.stm
http://www.priceline.com/
http://www.thinkquest.com/
http://www.cs.odu.edu/~cpi/cpi-f2002/wsd/interview.php
http://www.cnn.com/2002/TRAVEL/NEWS/07/25/air.traffic.controllers/
http://www.seniors.gov/articles/0201/registered-nurses.html
http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos156.htm
http://www.truckinfo.net/stats.asp
http://www.census.gov/main/www/popclock.html
http://usgovinfo.miningco.com/library/weekly/aa071102a.htm
http://www.bestbuy.com/
http://www.bestbuy.com/
http://www.cs.odu.edu/~cpi/cpi-f2002/wsd/#choi
http://www.choidesign.com/
http://www.hkexporter.net/watchandclock/chongngai.html
http://www.hkexporter.net/watchandclock/chongngai.html
http://www.exis.net/
http://www.exis.net/
http://www.hkexporter.net/watchandclock/fullfield.html
http://www.hkexporter.net/watchandclock/fullfield.html
http://www.hp.com/
http://www.hp.com/
http://www.jjengineering.com/
http://www.jjengineering.com/
http://www.metamotion.com/
http://www.metamotion.com/
http://www.wingfathk.com/
http://www.wingfathk.com/
http://www.hhs.gov/
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/sbir.htm#sbir
http://www.comforthouse.com/dozal.html
http://www.safetytechnology.com/napzapper.htm
http://www.safetynow.com/personal01.htm
http://www.proten.com/
http://www.paturnpike.com/TRAVELER/SUMMER96/page2-3.htm
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Executive Summary 
 
This survey marks the completion of the marketplace analysis for this phase of the 
project.  The WSD team is extremely delighted with the positive results that this survey 
brought us.  The top finding is the discovery that folks from fifteen different States--
along with a few from outside the country--were genuinely interested in this product.  It 
is no wonder, because confirmed by example 1.3 below, close to 90% of the respondents 
claim to not be suffering from any diagnosed sleep disorder, but yet they are still dozing 
off at work and while driving. That fact represents over 80% of the responses! We also 
allowed for write in responses, which produced responses such as: “Dozed off while 
having sex.” They can be found at the back of this report. 
 
The greatest relief comes from answers in 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9.  There is an option in all three 
questions respectively for the respondent to choose if he or she is “not interested” in our 
product. Anticipation of some margin of error regarding the development of the questions 
was the driving force behind three separate questions having the not interested option.  
This proved to be prophetic, as some chose “not interested” in one question, but not the 
other two.  Out of all the respondents, only one indicated that they were truly not 
interested in this product by selecting all three “not interested” choices.   
 
Interesting as well is the choice of “Very Important” in the responses to question 1.6 
(How important to you is it that you stay awake while doing your job). Over 75% of the 
total respondents selected this choice, but yet over 50% of the total respondents also 
admitted to having dozed off while doing their job.  Thus, there appears to be more than 
just a passing desire for this product to become a reality, but rather an almost desperate 
need. 
 
The respondents appear to be drawn more to the alarm and vibration alerting feature than 
the shock feature.  This is understood, as the shock feature is a rather unique idea without 
any precedence.  However, the team at WSD is confidant folks will “warm up” to the 
idea once the product is developed and proven.   Respondents were also somewhat 
cautious in the realm of pricing.  Males appeared a bit more eager than females to pay a 
higher price, but the real surprise was the finding that showed the under 25 crowd to be 
more willing to pay a higher price than the 26-45 crowd.  This is actually very good 
news. 
 
As always, we would like to extend our sincere thanks to all of you who have participated 
in the survey and have thus made WSD a viable and sincere development product.  I 
would like to also extend thanks to the folks as www.formsite.com for their superb form-
hosting site. 
 
We are the WSD team and we are looking forward to many years of producing tried and 
proven quality products to serve your needs. 
 
Mark Kopmann, Herbert Piland, R. Cort Tompkins, Charles Edmunds, Okiima Pickett, 
Christopher Garrett, Amine Benjelloun. 

http://www.formsite.com/
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Selected Results and Trend Analysis  
 
**All calculations are done by Universe unless otherwise noted. 
 
Drowsy 
 
There is a great deal of research available showing people are not sleeping as well as they 
should for a variety of reasons. This research can be found at organizations such as the 
National Sleep Foundation (NSF, http://www.sleepfoundation.org/ ), the Department of 
Transportation (DOT; http://www.occenvmed.net/dot/fatigue.htm ), et el.. Our survey 
overwhelming confirmed that people do indeed doze off at inopportune times. The survey 
asked if a person had ever dozed off when not desiring to, and almost 85% of those 
surveyed responded yes. 
 

Result Percentage Graph 
Yes 83.8%  
No 14.5%  

 
 
 
Here we will break down by occupation those that said yes or no. 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Educator
Food services

Health provider/services
Homemaker

Legal
Military

Professional
Professional driver

Retired
Student

Tradesman

Yes
No

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sleepfoundation.org/
http://www.occenvmed.net/dot/fatigue.htm
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Sleep Disorder 
 
Here we look at are those who said they are sleepy due to a sleep disorder. Here the 
overwhelming response was NO.  Apparently, those that said yes they have dozed off 
when not wanting to are sleepy by and of their own devices. 
 

1.3 Do you now, or have you ever suffered from a sleep disorder? 

Result Responses Percentage Graph 
Yes 7 11.2%  
No 55 88.7%  

 
 
Importance of staying awake 
 
Our survey shows that 100% of the respondents felt it very important to stay awake while 
driving, and almost 80% felt the same about work.  Included below are both the survey 
results, and a break down of which occupations felt it only “somewhat” important to stay 
awake on the job. 
 

1.5 How important to you is it that you stay awake while driving? 

Result Responses Percentage Graph 
Not 
important 0 0.0%  

Somewhat 
important 0 0.0%  

Very 
important 62 100.0%  

 

1.6 How important to you is it that you stay awake while doing your job? 

Result Responses Percentage Graph 
Not important 0 0.0%  
Somewhat 
important 13 20.9%  

Very 
important 48 77.4%  
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Breakdown of occupations that answered “somewhat important.”  
**Calculated by participation 
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Alerting Method 
 
When only offered one choice, over 85% of those surveyed preferred to be awakened by 
either an audible tone (alarm) or vibration.   

1.9a If only one option were allowed, what would be your preferred method of being 
awakened? 

Result Responses Percentage Graph 
Alarm 15 29.4%  
Mild 
shock 7 13.7%  

Vibration 27 52.9%  
 
Broken down by Gender: 
 

Male

20%

10%

70%

Alarm
Mild shock
Vibration

  

Female

34%

16%

50%
Alarm
Mild shock
Vibration
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What do people want, and who wants it? 
 
Next is the results to the question asked of whether or not people would want something 
attractive, and if it had to be a useful watch or not.  Over 63% wanted the device to tell 
time, and half want something attractive. 
 

1.7 Is it important to you that this device be an attractive watch? Or could it just be an 
effective wrist worn device? 

Result Responses Percentage Graph 
Want an attractive watch 23 37.0%  
Want an attractive device, don't care about the 
watch 8 12.9%  

Don't care what it looks like, but I want it to tell 
time 8 12.9%  

As long as it wakes me as needed, I don't care 
about the rest 14 22.5%  

Not interested 8 12.9%  
 
Break down by age: 
 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

25 and
under

26-35 36-45 45+

As long as it wakes me

Don't care what it looks
like
Want an attractive
device
Want an attractive
watch
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Breakdown by Gender: 
 

0% 20% 40% 60%

As long as it wakes me

Don t care what it looks like

Want an attractive device

Want an attractive watch

Male
Female

 
 
 
How much are they willing to pay? 
 
While the results of this survey indicate a profound interest in the product, it appears that 
most who replied wanted it to be priced at or below $50 if it also functions as a watch.  If 
it doesn’t function as a watch, then folks don’t appear to be interested as close to 75% 
weren’t willing to even pay $25. 
 
Overall results: 

1.10 How much would you be willing to pay for a proven and effective watch that could 
assist you in staying awake? 

Result Responses Percentage Graph 
Less than 
$25 23 37.0%  

25-49 23 37.0%  
50-99 12 19.3%  
100-150 3 4.8%  
150+ 0 0.0%  
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1.11 How much would you be willing to pay for just a plain, but effective, wrist worn 
device (that assists you to stay awake)? 

Result Responses Percentage Graph 
Less 
than $25 42 67.7%  

25-49 13 20.9%  
50-99 6 9.6%  
100-150 0 0.0%  
150+ 0 0.0%  

 
 
Results by Age (for a watch type device): 
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Results by Gender (for a watch type device): 
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